
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Read these instructions and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for. Please retain these 
installation instructions for future reference and parts ordering information.

APPLICATION
Verify accessory fitment at www.polaris.com.

KIT CONTENTS
NOTICE

Kit PN 2890305 for crew model is shown; Kit PN 2889107 is for three seat model.

REF QTY PART DESCRIPTION P/N AVAILABLE 
SEPARATELY

1 1 Vehicle Cover 2889107

IMPORTANT
Your Trailerable Cover Kit is exclusively designed for your vehicle. Please read the installation instructions 
thoroughly before beginning. Installation is easier if the vehicle is clean and free of debris. For your safety, and to 
ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps correctly in the sequence shown.
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P/N 2889107; 2890305 

TRAILERABLE COVER KIT

https://www.polaris.com/en-us/
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
VEHICLE PREPARATION
GENERAL
1. Park vehicle on a flat surface.
2. Shift vehicle into PARK.
3. Turn key to OFF position and remove key.

CHECK VEHICLE/COVER
1. Examine vehicle for any accessories that extend 

outside of ROPS or vehicle body to ensure proper 
fit of cover and prevent damage. Remove or stow 
accessories and/or install padding as necessary.

2. Make sure exterior of vehicle is clean. 
Transporting a dirty vehicle with cover installed 
may damage vehicle finish.

3. If not already done, temporarily stow ratchet A at 
left rear corner of cover by folding over and 
securing flaps with hook and loop strips.

ACCESSORY INSTALLATION

WARNING
Do not install cover immediately after operating 

vehicle. Let vehicle sit until exhaust components are 
no longer hot. Hot exhaust can melt fabric on cover.

WARNING
If transporting vehicle in non-enclosed trailer then 
vehicle must FACE FORWARD, or cover must be 

removed.
Failure to comply may allow airflow, vibration, or 
other factors to separate cover from vehicle and 
cause an accident, resulting in serious personal 

injury or death.

1. Carefully put cover q over vehicle, pulling cover 
as far down over tires as possible.

IMPORTANT
Cover MUST be pulled down below lower surface of 
tires, and straps located BELOW lower tire lugs, to 
make sure cover stays in place during transport.

NOTICE
Exterior of cover has “FRONT” label; ratchet is 

located at left rear corner.
RANGER® cover shown; RANGER CREW® similar.
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2. Attach front of cover by connecting buckles B.

NOTICE
Left strap is sewn to edge of cover opening. Right 

strap is free to slide in cover pocket. Cover opening 
accommodates accessory winch or plow installation 

(sold separately).

3. Partially close ratchet A. 

4. Put right strap through loop on end of center strap.

5. Pull right strap tight, then fold strap and put into 
ratchet A spool.

6. Operate ratchet mechanism until slack is removed, 
then EXAMINE ALL FOUR TIRES to make sure 
strap is positioned BELOW lower tire lugs as 
shown. Adjust as necessary.
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7. Make sure strap is tight enough to prevent it from 
slipping above tire lugs during transport, then fully 
close ratchet lever A.

8. Make sure middle of cover by connecting male 
buckles D on each end of center strap to female 
buckles C sewn into cover. Tighten strap as 
required, then make sure strap is not in contact 
with sharp vehicle structure.

NOTICE
RANGER CREW® cover has two center straps, 

center front and center rear. Do the same for both 
center straps

9. Make sure fuel filler zipper is fully closed.

NOTICE
If the cover is moving a lot during transportation, 

then remove or adjust cover.

NOTICE
When removing cover, stow ratchet.
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